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Introduction
HAAT-TRIC is a two system payload that
flew on a NASA zero pressure balloon.
Split into two main portions with an intersection Data Relay System, HAAT-TRIC
uses two hot filament probes to measure
temperature fluctuations to characterize
the flow velocities in the mid to upper
stratosphere and collects that data into a
separate module that will drop from the
main balloon to be recovered mid flight.
The data relay system takes the high volume of data collected by the anemometers
in the scientific module, HAAT, and sends
it to the data module, TRIC.
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HAAT
Present-day hypersonic vehicles are being designed for cruise altitudes near and
above 100 kft (i.e. mid to upper stratosphere), where they are subject to extreme
aero-thermo-acoustic environments which can strongly impact the boundary layer
over the vehicle. Transition to turbulence is often accompanied by significant increases to surface heating rates, friction drag and acoustic loading, all of which
degrade vehicle performance. The stratosphere is generally a region of relative thermodynamic stability because of the positive vertical temperature gradient, but it is
nevertheless intermittently populated with regions of clear air turbulence (CAT),
which can extend hundreds of meters in the vertical direction, tens of kilometers
laterally, and minutes to hours temporally. The ultimate goal of HAAT is to record
temperature and velocity fluctuations at HASP’s float altitude, facilitating the characterization of CAT in the mid to upper stratosphere, which remains inadequately
studied relative to the troposphere.
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TRIC is the droppable module. Data is
transferred via a magnetic USB cable,
and stored on a Raspberry Pi. TRIC also
took pictures using a Raspberry Pi Camera
board. After four hours of flight time, the
release mechanism actuated, dropping the
data module into a plastic mesh netting
set up around HAAT-TRIC. The netting
was secured to the payload structure by
four quarter-inch eye bolts. The module
successfully disconnected from the main
payload, falling into the net and breaking
the data tether while still taking pictures
for the rest of the flight.
Previously, the drop module had been
flown multiple times on BPP flights to
varying degrees of success.
Lessons
learned on those flights helped lead into
the successful drop of the module; mostly
with the actuating system. On typical BPP
flights, the mechanical actuator was a separate payload above the payload it was
dropping. For the HASP flight, the mechanical system was conjoined with the
data module via two U bolts secured by
the actuators until the drop.

HASP Flight

The Data Relay System (DRS) is the system that transferred and stored data between HAAT and TRIC. Analog signals
were sent and received from the probes to
be sent to an ADC on the DRS, via Teensy
microcontroller to a receiving Raspberry
Pi. The DRS and Teensy were stored
on HAAT, while the Raspberry Pi was in
TRIC.

HASP flight operations took place at Fort
Sumner Municipal airport in Fort Sumner,
NM starting at 0600 MST, flying with a
4 million ft3 zero pressure balloon. At
0800 MST, the balloon and gondola were
released for the 10 hour flight through
NM and AZ. Four hours into the flight,
the data module was successfully released
into a net as planned. Time of release was
confirmed by a remote video feed as well
as on board photos taken at regular intervals.
Preliminary data reduction from the 2017
HASP flight shows promise for identifying and characterizing regions in the mid
to upper stratosphere. By setting a threshold criteria, duration and intermittency of
data spots can be combined with GPS data
provided by the HASP team to determine
the horizontal span of CAT regions. Further analysis of the data should also be
able to filter out airflow coming from the
balloon’s wake. TRIC successfully deployed after the set internal timer and was
caught by the net.

A USB connection existed between the
Teensy and the Raspberry Pi, with one end
terminating magnetic connection. When
TRIC was dropped, the magnet was disconnected, terminating data transmission
between HAAT and TRIC.
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